
HB 2298 Proposed Rules for September Rules Committee Meeting 

635-412-0045  

Voluntary Environmental Restoration Weirs 
Policy statement for rules. Habitat improvement and stream restoration  
(1) In addition to the definitions in OAR 635-412-0005, Ffor the purpose of OAR  635-412-0045 the 
following definitions shall apply. 

(a) “Ancient floodplain” means channel adjacent areas and surfaces constructed by 
fluvial processes that functioned as floodplains or areas for overbank deposition prior to 
channel incision. 
(b) “Environmental restoration weir” means one or more structures that are constructed: 

(A) For the purpose of delaying or slowing, but not preventing, streamflow to promote 
restoration of stream and habitat conditions; 
(B) Such that the structures do not store or appropriate water in a manner that would 
require a permit from the Water Resources Department; 
(C) To be no larger than necessary to cause overbank flooding onto the lands 
constituting the ancient floodplain during ordinary periods of high streamflow; and 
(D) From wood, earth, dirt, rock or other natural materials,  
(E) Treated wood, metal, concrete, gabions or other engineered structures are 
prohibited.  

(c) “Healthy native migratory fish population” means a population of native migratory 
fish that, as determined by the State Department of Fish and Wildlife: 

(A) Demonstrates appropriate life stages throughout the year; and 
(B) Reproduces at sufficient levels to be a self-sustaining population into the foreseeable 
future. 

(d) “Incised or eroded stream” means a stream that has been scoured by erosion to the 
extent that the channel bed elevation has lowered relative to its ancient floodplain and the 
stream has lost connectivity with the ancient floodplain, as characterized by: 

(A) The loss of natural wetland, riparian or meadow conditions in the adjacent surfaces; 
(B) The absence of overbank flooding or deposition during ordinary periods of high 
streamflow; 
(C) The loss of diversity of fish or other species; or 
(D) The presence of invasive dry land species that have encroached from adjacent 
uplands, including but not limited to sagebrush, bunch grass, juniper and pine. 

(e) “Qualifying stream” means an incised or eroded stream, a designated reach of an 
incised or eroded stream or a designated set of adjacent reaches of an incised or eroded 
stream that, prior to commencement of a project authorized pursuant to subsection (2) of this 
section: 

(A) Has an estimated median monthly natural streamflow of less than one cubic foot per 
second during at least two months of the year; 
(B) Has not had a healthy native migratory fish population for at least three years prior 
to the time of authorization; and 
(C) Is incised or eroded to the extent that the channel bed elevation has lowered by two 
feet or more relative to the elevation of the ancient floodplain. 
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(f) “Reach” means a section of a stream that is similar in flow topography and habitat 
characteristics and is between 50 and 500 feet in length. 
(g) “Summit of the Cascade Mountains” means a line beginning at the intersection of the 
northern boundary of the State of Oregon and the western boundary of Wasco County, thence 
southerly along the western boundaries of the counties of Wasco, Jefferson, Deschutes and 
Klamath to the southern boundary of the State of Oregon. 

(2) The Department may only authorize the construction of environmental restoration weirs if 
(a) The project is on one or more qualifying streams located in any closed basin:  

(A) From which water does not flow to the Pacific Ocean; and  
(B) That is located east of the summit of the Cascade Mountains;  

(b) Construction of the environmental restoration weirs will be completed no later than July 1, 
2031. 
(c) Construction of the environmental restoration weir has not begun prior to the date of the 
approval from the Department.  
(d) The project complies with local floodplain regulations if the project is located within an area 
subject to floodplain management.  
(e) The project is unlikely to adversely impact to transportation infrastructure as determined by 
the Oregon Department of Transportation.  
(f) The owner or operator of the environmental restoration weir submits an application 
documenting that the project meets all of the eligibility criteria and will facilitate stream 
restoration and habitat improvement. ODFW may require application materials shall including: 

(i) A description of the current habitat conditions, rational for the project,  and intended 
impacts of environmental restoration weir, and  approach to future beaver presence  
(ii) Information on the planned construction timing, location, and numbers of 
environmental restoration weirs in the reach, 
(iiii) Photographs of all the proposed environmental restoration weir construction 
sites for pre-project monitoring requirements, 
(iii) Riparian management and land use plan,  
(iiiinew) A description of stream management and adjacent land use plans, descriptions 

of any efforts already undertaken to address historic factors contributing to habitat degradation 
and future efforts that will be implemented to protect habitat restoration.   

 
(iv) Plans, drawings, or pictures showing documenting stream measurements including 
active channel width, height or ordinary high water line, height of ancient floodplain 
above stream bottom, bank elevations, and the size, elevation, and material source and 
composition of the environmental restoration weirs,  
(v) Written documentation from the Oregon Water Resources Department stating:  
 i. whether injury to other water rights is likely to occur if the application or 
proposal is implemented as described; and,  
 ii. whether the project would require a permit from the Water Resources 
Department.  

 (g) The proposed project will not require a water right under ORS 537. 
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(3) If the Department determines, or the owner or operator assumes, that native 
migratory fish are present in a qualifying stream, prior to construction of the 
environmental restoration weir the person owning or operating the environmental 
restoration weir shall: 

 (a) Obtain from the Department an approval determination of a fish passage plan that meets the 
requirements of ORS 509.585 and OAR 635-412 for the specific environmental restoration weir; or 

(b) Obtain from the Department a fish passage waiver or exemption that meets the 
requirements of ORS 509.585 and OAR 635-412-0025. 

(4) If the Department determines that native migratory fish are not present in a qualifying stream prior 
to the date of construction of environmental restoration weirs, the person owning or operating the 
environmental restoration shall:  
 (a) Obtain from the Department an approval determining that the environmental restoration 
weir meets the requirements of OAR 635-412-0045 and ORS X.X; or 

(b) Obtain from the Department a fish passage waiver or exemption that meets the 
requirements of ORS 509.585 and OAR 635-412-0025. 

(5) A person owning or operating an environmental restoration weir is responsible for maintaining the 
structure as approved, and monitoring and reporting on , evaluating the effectiveness of, and 
reporting on,  the habitat improvementconditions. 

(6) Monitoring and reporting shall consist of fixed photo-point monitoring of the environmental 
restoration weir. Photo monitoring shall: 

(a) Be taken from established and consistent sites before construction and during high and low 
water periods each year for 10 years 

(b) Show the environmental restoration weir from both sides of the stream  
(c) Show upstream and downstream stream and riparian habitat conditions  
(d) Be submitted for 10 years post construction on years 1,3,5, 7 and 10. 

(7) The Department may require third-party monitoring as a condition of project implementation of 
environmental restoration weirs approved under 635-412-0045 (4)(a).  

(a) The third party must be chosen through mutual agreement between the person engaging in 
the project and the Department;  
(b) The person engaging in the project may not unreasonably withhold consent for the third 
party to engage in monitoring;  
(c) The third-party monitoring may not result in a financial cost to the person engaging in the 
project; and  
(d) The third party engaging in the monitoring must be covered by sufficient liability and 
casualty insurance. 
(d) Monitoring may include information on applicable habitat and stream metrics including 
temperature data, water quality, stream discharge measurements, habitat survey data, 
invertebrate sampling, riparian vegetation surveys, pool area measurements, floodplain area 
engagement, fish sampling, dissolved oxygen, wildlife responses, or other land responses 
associated with the restoration weirs.  

(8)  If, after construction of environmental restoration weirs, the Department determines 
that native migratory fish have returned to the qualifying stream, the Department may require the 
person engaging in the authorized voluntary restoration project to either: 

(a) Provide fish passage that meets the requirements of OAR 635-412-0035: 
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(A) Is economically practicable to the person engaging in the project; and 
(B) Can be constructed from locally available natural materials 

(b) Obtain from the Department a fish passage waiver that meets the requirements of OAR 635-
412-0025 and 635-412-0040; or 

(c) Remove the environmental restoration weir to allow upstream fish movement. 
(9) The Department shall require the person engaging in the authorized voluntary restoration project to 
modify or remove the environmental restoration weirs if the environmental restoration weirs are found: 

(a) By the Water Resources Department to result in injury to an existing water right; or 
(b) By the State Department of Fish and Wildlife to be having a significant detrimental 
impact on native migratory fish.  
(c) To have been modified beyond the original authorized design specification to the point 

where the structure no longer meets the criteria outlined in OAR  635-412-0045 (1)(b).  
(10) The State Department of Fish and Wildlife, in coordination with the Department of 
Transportation, may at any time require the person engaging in the authorized voluntary 
restoration project to modify environmental restoration weirs if the environmental restoration weirs are 
found to adversely impact transportation infrastructure or planned transportation infrastructure. 
(11) Planting or removal of brush and trees from stream banks and riparian areas as part of an 
authorized voluntary project are not subject to riparian management requirements established under 
the Oregon Forest Practices Act.  

(a) Brush and trees removed in association with construction must be replanted with native 
vegetation 

(b) Removal of native vegetation shall not be more than required to access the project site  
(c) Removal of brush or trees or vegetation in association with the project cannot be sold for 

economic gain.  
(12) Construction of environmental restoration weirs must be done either when the stream is dry, 
during the appropriate ODFW in-water work window, or by arrangement with ODFW.  
(13) For streams with flowing water at the time of construction. The person engaging in the voluntary 
restoration project shall use best efforts to prevent erosion and minimize soil movement and turbidity 
including: following erosion and sediment prevention control methods must be used to minimize soil 
movement and turbidity.  

(a) All exposed soils must be sStabilizinged exposed soils during and after construction to 
prevent erosion and turbidity.  

(b) To prevent erosion, use of compost berms, impervious materials, or other equally effective 
methods, must be usedis recommended to protect soil stockpiled during rain events or 
when the stockpile site is not moved or reshaped for more than 48 hours.  

(c) Unless areas are frozen solid or under dry summer conditions, all construction access points 
through, and staging areas in, riparian and wetland areas must use removable pads or 
matsmethods to prevent soil compaction, excluding the soil or materials used in the 
environmental restoration weir. 

(d) At project completion, disturbed areas with soil exposed by construction activities must be 
stabilized by mulching and native vegetative plantings/seeding. Sterile grass may be used 
instead of native vegetation for temporary sediment control. If soils are to remain exposed 
more than seven days after completion of the work, they must be covered with erosion 
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control pads, mats or similar erosion control devices until vegetative stabilization is 
installed. 

(e) Unless incorporated in the environmental restoration weir, dredged or other excavated 
material must be placed on upland areas having stable slopes and must be prevented from 
eroding back into waterways and wetlands.  

(f) The landowner should inspect and maintain eErosion control measures must be inspected 
and maintained as necessary to ensure their continued effectiveness until soils become 
stabilized.  

(g) All erosion control structures must be removed when the project is complete, and soils are 
stabilized and vegetated. 

(14)(h) Unless otherwise approved by ODFW based on site specific conditions, the work area must be 
isolated from flowing water during construction or other methods must be in place to prevent 
downstream turbidity  by using a coffer dam or similar temporary water management or work area 
isolation structures. All structures and materials used to isolate the work area must be removed 
immediately following construction and water flow returned to pre-construction conditions.  
(15) Petroleum products, chemicals, wood treated with leachable preservatives or other deleterious 
waste materials must not enter the stream. Machinery and equipment staging, cleaning, maintenance, 
refueling, and fuel storage must be at least 150 feet from the channel to prevent contaminates from 
entering waters of the state. Refueling is to be confined to a designated area to prevent spillage into 
waters of this state.  
(16) All machinery operated within the stream channel must use vegetable-based hydraulic fluids, be 
steam cleaned and inspected for leaks prior to each use, and be diapered to prevent leakage of fuels, 
oils, or other fluids within the stream channel. Any equipment found to be leaking fluids must be 
immediately removed from and kept out of the channel until repaired. 
Operating machinery within the stream channel should be minimized as much as possible. All machinery 
operated within the stream channel must be in good working order, inspected for leaks prior to each 
use, and maintained to prevent leakage of fuels, oils, or other fluids within the stream channel.  

(a) An appropriately sized spill kit must be on-site when operating in the stream channel, leaked 
fluids must be cleaned promptly, and any contaminated soils removed from the area and 
properly disposed of.  

(b) Any equipment found to be leaking fluids must be immediately removed from and kept out 
of the channel until repaired.  

(c) All fuel and equipment must be stored outside of the stream channel. Machinery may not 
be parked or refilled while in the stream channel.  

(17) The project must not redirect the channel or cause damage to property or structures on the project 
site as well as adjacent, nearby, upstream, or downstream of the project site. Additionally, any 
manipulation of water during any phase of construction must not cause injury to any existing water 
right.  
(18) Environmental restoration weirs approved under OAR 635-412-0045 as required by ORS X.X, only 
provides approval under the authority administered by ODFW. It is the responsibility of the owner or 
operator to comply with all necessary and required local, county, state, and federal approvals and 
permits. This approval in no way authorizes take of any federally or state listed species. 
(19) The Department shall maintain a database of projects that apply for implementation under this 
program.  
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(a) No later than December 31, 2027, the Department shall submit a publicly available report, in 
the manner provided by ORS 192.245, to the interim committees of the Legislative Assembly 
related to environment and natural resources that provides information summarizing the extent 
to which voluntary projects have been commenced and completed under OAR 635-412-0045.  
(b) No later than September 15, 2032, the Department shall submit a publicly available report, in 
the manner provided by ORS 192.245, to the interim committees of the Legislative Assembly 
related to environment and natural resources on voluntary projects authorized under OAR 635-
412-0045. The report shall include: 

(A) Assessments of the conditions of qualifying streams affected by authorized voluntary 
projects, which assess stream conditions prior to construction of environmental 
restoration weirs as well as after construction of environmental restoration weirs; 
projects will be evaluated on factors including: 

(i) Number and location of environmental restoration weirs. 
(ii) Photo monitoring of habitat conditions before and after the construction of 
the environmental restoration weir. 
(iii) Professional opinion of change in habitat quality, water quantity/quality, fish 
distribution, health of NMF populations.  
(iv) Any habitat data voluntarily provided by landowner including temperature 
monitoring, stream characteristics, flow measurements, fish surveys, riparian 
vegetation, flood plain connectivity or other observations made in association 
with the construction of voluntary restoration weirs.  

(B) Recommendations, which may include recommendations for legislation, to allow the 
Department to authorize voluntary projects in which construction of environmental 
restoration weirs will commence on or after January 2, 2036. 

(c) The Department will provide the Fish Passage Task Force with draft reports for comment 
prior to reporting to the Commission and Legislature. 
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